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ver the years, the North District
Hoodlums have faced some challenges,
including gypsy moths, ice storms,
hurricanes, drought, fire and flood. Each
meant blowdowns needed to be cleared
and trails needed to be opened. But
Covid-19 was a whole new ballgame. With
Shenandoah National Park completely
closed, one Hoodlum work trip after
another went by the boards. By the time
the NPS announced the park’s reopening
on Memorial Day weekend, the Hoodlums
were getting restless and then some.
Fortunately, Supervisor of Trails John
Stacy had kept district managers abreast of the
new park regulations for crews and stocked
the tool caches with cleaning supplies. Within
two weeks of the park’s reopening, most ND
trail maintainers had visited their sections and
reported in. Most had cleaned and cleared
their sections before the park closed in early
March so trails were in good shape. Still,
spring rains had taken their toll and there was
no shortage of blowdowns and weeds were,
well, being weeds.

Jim Fetig takes out blowdown on AT
Photo by Dave Nebhut

While raring to get to work, the Hoodlums
quickly realized they were going to have to
adapt to new conditions.
The new park regulations
on volunteer work limited
groups to ten, banned
carpooling, and required
social distancing. Hordes
of weekend hikers—rarely
with masks or keeping their
distance--only added to the
mix. Trails and parking areas
were jammed, leaving little
room to swing a cat, let alone
a pulaski.
The first casualty was the
cancellation
of the North
Masked Dave Nebhut tackles blowdown on Elkwallow trail
District’s August crew week.
Photo by Jim Fetig
Cancellation of the June

Continued on Page 3

From the President’s Pen By Joe Lombardo

Joe Lombardo

S

ummertime is often a slow season
for the Club. This year, given the
long hiatus that required us to shut
down operations for an extended
period of time, starting with the onset
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Club leadership has been quite busy
with managing our response to the
pandemic, as well as coordinating the
resumption of activities and operations.
As the Club continues to move forward
with resuming its operations, we do
so by carefully following the lead of
federal, state and local government
decisions on reopening the economy
and allowing resumption of volunteer
trail work. Over the past couple of
months we have coordinated closely
with the National Park Service (NPS)
and the Appalachian Trail Conservancy
(ATC) on the protocols for resuming
volunteer maintenance activities on
those portions of the Appalachian Trail
under the control of APPA, the special
unit of the NPS responsible for overall
administration of the Appalachian Trail
(AT). I am happy to report that we have
reached general agreement and our
volunteers have resumed work on nearly
all the trails we maintain. Nevertheless,
we continually monitor the COVID-19
trends and modify our safety protocols in
accordance with the decisions taken by
local and state governments, as well as
by the NPS and the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) to ensure our volunteers are
appropriately equipped and trained to
operate safely.
Last month we reported that although
the Club’s overall financial situation
is sound, we did take a hit in our cash
reserves due to the loss of income from
having closed down a number of our
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operations during the initial months
of the pandemic. We are beginning to
recover from the depths of the financial
loss as our book and map sales and cabin
rentals increase. We have also received
generous financial support from REI to
carry out bridge and road work at the
Blackburn Trail Center, as well as from
Target to support our Ridge Runner
program, and most recently from the
ATC to help with the operational costs of
the Bears Den Trail Center, in addition
to the acquisition of personal protective
equipment for our trail maintenance
volunteers.
We are also pleased to announce that
the Goodloe Byron Memorial Bridge,
which connects the Appalachian Trail
between West Virginia and Maryland
over the Potomac River at Harpers Ferry
and was damaged due to the December
2019 trail derailment, is now restored
and open to hikers. This couldn’t have
come at a better time, with more hikers
hitting the trails as the country reopens.
Another noteworthy update is the
addition of a new roof at Milesburn
Cabin. This project began in June
when Charlie Gutridge, Milesburn
Cabin maintainer and North District
Cabin Supervisor, started searching
for contractors to replace the roof
at Milesburn. As the procedural
requirements were being finalized, PATC
also reopened the cabin. With some
negotiating through Gutridge, PATC was
able to schedule a 10-day window for the
project, which included a full removal of
the old shingle roof and the addition of a
metal replacement roof.

New Milesburn Cabin roof
Photo by Charlie Gutridge

At the national level, two important
actions were taken that are of importance
to our members. The first was the
Supreme Court decision on June 15
in the case of U.S. Forest Service
v. Cowpasture River Preservation
Association that upholds the principles
embodied in the National Trails System
Act (NTSA). Those principles are
foundational for the integrity of the
cooperative management system,
which refers to the system under which
the government, ATC and the trail
maintenance clubs collaborate together
to manage and maintain the AT. In
essence, the court ruled that when the
USFS allowed the AT to cross its land,
it had, in effect, granted an easement to
the NPS and had not abrogated the other
rights in the land held by the USFS. This
understanding is consistent with how
the AT has been managed for decades
under the NTSA and the cooperative
management system.
Second, the U.S. Senate passed the
Great American Outdoors Act, which
addresses two critical conservation
priorities: permanent full funding for
the Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LWCF) and funding for the
approximate $20 billion in deferred
maintenance needs on federal
recreational lands with the establishment
of the National Parks and Public Land
Legacy Restoration Fund (Restoration
Fund). In addition, this legislation will
provide critical assistance for rural
economic development throughout the
United States, including areas served
by Appalachian Trail. The legislation is
now before the House of Representatives
and we have been coordinating with the
ATC and our sister trail maintenance
clubs in support of the swift passage of
this bill. As the legislation enjoys broad
bipartisan support in the Congress and
the support of the President, we hope it
will become law during this session of
Congress. Once enacted, this legislation
will provide long overdue resources to
the NPS and USFS to tackle the backlog
of projects important to our members
and the hiking community.
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work to be done while
still honoring park
regulations. The goal
was to have at least one
crew a week working
on projects based
on trail maintainers
reports and needs and
in coordination with the
backcountry rangers.
Thus far, the Hoodlums
Who are those masked men? Hint:
have met that goal.
Hoodlums
The Hoodlums plan
Photo by Jim Fetig
to continue their weekday Jim Fetig & Samantha Keener use rock bars to
clear crosscut blowdown on Little Devils Stairs
and July work trips and the September trail
work crews in SNP
Photo
by Jim Fetig
maintenance workshop—the ND’s 32nd—
through the summer. If
followed. In their place, the Hoodlums decided
you would like to help,
to create small—two to four workers—
contact headhoodlum@patchoodlums.org.
weekday crews that would enable needed

The Horwitz Cabin Experience

L

ocated roughly 60 miles from the
Northern Virginia suburbs, there
exists a tranquil haven by the name of
Horwitz Cabin. Tucked neatly on the
side of a hill with a commanding view
of the distant ridge line, surrounded
by dense forest, Horwitz sits quietly
in anticipation of its next renter. After
traversing up a long and steep gravel
driveway, past a man-made pond, a
nature paradise awaits. Renters of the
cabin will immediately be struck by
the silence, intermittently studded with
the songs of various birds native to this
area.

PATC’s Horwitz Cabin
Photo by Annie Zimmerman

By Annie Zimmerman

The interior of Horwitz
Cabin is textbook cozy with
an aroma of crisp wood.
An old-fashioned cast-iron
stove and wooden bunk beds
also enhance the inviting
ambiance. Several small
windows throughout the cabin
provide natural light and
glimpses of the surrounding
greenery. The screened-in
porch is perhaps the finest
No lack of comfort here
aspect of Horwitz, as it affords
Photo by Annie Zimmerman
the renter an opportunity to
morning, the sweet serenades of Indigo
enjoy the symphony of the
Buntings and Carolina Wrens assist
birds, the smell of
in ushering in a new day, as coffee is
fresh air, and the gentle
sipped on the porch.
swaying of the trees.
Horwitz Cabin was born out of a
A feeling of safety
do-it-yourself
kit in 1973, after Norman
and calm envelops the
and Elinor Horwitz, residents of the DC
renter upon arrival;
area and avid bird-watchers, bought 40
being at Horwitz Cabin
acres of land in Rappahannock County.
is the very antidote for
Though the process to build the house
the stress of daily life.
was not without its complications, the
At night the silence,
arduous endeavor eventually paid off,
interrupted only by a
and for many years, the Horwitz family
faint whispering of the
was able to enjoy weekends and special
trees, is almost foreign
occasions here.
to those accustomed to
In the late 2000s, after no longer
the din of the city. In the
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The Horwitz Cabin Experience
Continued from Page 3

being regularly inhabited, Horwitz
Cabin was first put up for rent. Its
tenants enjoyed countless restorative
weekends here, before Elinor finally
made the decision to sell the cabin to
the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.
At this point, Horwitz Cabin took on
the important role of providing respite
to the multitudes of hikers and outdoor
enthusiasts seeking an opportunity to
recharge and reconnect with nature.
Among the positive attributes
of Horwitz Cabin is the convenient
proximity to Mount Marshall Trail.
This precipitous but beautiful fernlined path connects to the Shenandoah
National Park, making this cabin an
optimal choice for hikers. Wildlife
sightings in the vicinity of the cabin are

plentiful, and can range from a
mother deer and her fawns to
wild turkeys; even a black bear
might lumber across Mount
Marshall Road just a few feet
away. Outside the cabin, a
family of Eastern Phoebes
deemed the eaves of the roof
a worthy spot to build a nest
for their young. For nature
enthusiasts and birders alike,
Horwitz is a true gem.
The restorative experience The screened porch with a view is the perfect
of being at Horwitz Cabin will place to enjoy a meal
Photo by Annie Zimmerman
linger, long after departing
from its quiet forest charm. It
And it will be awaiting your return, still
is the type of retreat that will
sitting patiently and unencumbered at
take up residence in the mind, to be
revisited in spontaneous recollection.
the top of the rocky drive.

“Barbarian Utopia: Encounters on the
Appalachian Trail” A Documentary by Thaddeus Lamar – Review by Anstr Davidson

C

onscientious PATC members need to
know about the Appalachian Trail.
Yes, the club maintains many other trails,
but “AT” is our middle name--Potomac
“Appalachian Trail Club.”
How does one learn about the many
facets of this great trail? Thaddeus
Lamar, the son of PATC Natural Resource
Advisor Rob Lamar, has created a quick
and pleasant way to learn about the
trail—its wonders and its problems—with
his documentary, “Barbarian Utopia:
Encounters on the Appalachian Trail.”
Spend an enjoyable hour and a half
with this video, and you will have a good
taste of the trail, trail towns, the history
of the trail, politics of the trail, flora and
fauna on the trail, and those who hike
and maintain it. You see the trail’s path
in each state. You learn what white, blue,
yellow, pink, and aqua blazing are. You
observe trail magic as well as the opposite.
If there were a class on the
Appalachian Trail, and you had not
studied all semester, you could cram for

the final exam with this documentary.
You would get a passing grade.
Lamar presents a good balance of
background information and interviews
with thru hikers. The hikers are the stars
of the show. The film is more about
their hikes than Lamar’s. While some of
Thaddeus’s hike is included, it’s not the
focus. The final push to the summit of
Katahdin is of Rob’s hike, not Taddeus’s.
This is different from accounts such at
David Miller’s book, “AWOL on the
Appalachian Trail.” Miller’s fascinating
account is of his hike from his point of
view. Lamar’s account includes many
viewpoints.
Lamar has a degree in Media Arts and
Design from James Madison University.
After graduation, he decided to combine
the filmmaking skills he gained in college
with his passion for the outdoors. In 2014,
he took several digital video cameras and
thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail. He spent
the years since in completing film.
His work was all worth it. The scenery

is gorgeous. The film is put together well.
And it was even partially done on an
iPhone!
If you want to be an educated member
of the PATC, this is a way to do it.

Documentary poster

John Hendrick (V.P. of Operations) and
Rob Lamar set a privy

“Barbarian Utopia: Encounters on the Appalachian Trail”, a documentary by Thaddeus Lamar, 2019. Available to rent or buy on
Amazon. https://www.barbarianutopiafilm.com/
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Keep Calm and Read On: Hot Times By Chris Firme

W

hen Pulitzer Prize winner
Timothy Egan’s “The Big Burn:
Teddy Roosevelt and the Fire That
Changed America” was published
in 2010 on the 100th anniversary of
the biggest forest fire in US history
a NYTimes reviewer said it has all
the makings of a disaster movie like
“Towering Inferno or Titanic.”
“The Big Burn” tells how TR used
the 1910 fire in Montana, Idaho and
Washington to advance his conservation
agenda and create his most lasting
legacy. At the same time, it explores
how Gifford Pinchot, the first head of
the United States Forest Service (USFS),
seized on the fire to gain public and
congressional support for his fledgling
agency. Before the fire, rangers had
been shot and Congress was considering
defunding the USFS. Pinchot success
came at price, however. Against his
own better judgment, he and the USFS
adopted a policy of total fire suppression
that would guide the USFS for decades
and, in retrospect, stack the kindling for
the big fires of our age.
But it is in the telling of the stories
of those who faced the flames where
“The Big Burn” really takes off. They
included the black cavalry troopers who

saved a town that would never have
welcomed them as residents but came
to respect their courage and sacrifice.
Then there were the two young Italian
immigrants who were rounded up with
other unemployed workers in towns like
Butte and Missoula to fight the fire and
died in the inferno. And there is USFS
ranger Pulaski who herded his crew into
an abandoned mine when surrounded by
the fire and held them there at gunpoint
until it was safe. Pulaski would never
fully recover from the burns and lung
damage he suffered. Nor would the
USFS ever fully compensate him.
Adding insult to injury, he would also
never profit from his invention of the
iconic trail tool that bears his name.
Hollywood has never made a movie
on “The Big Burn.” In 2015, however,
PBS adapted Egan’s book for an episode
in its American Experience series, which
is now available online. And if you have
not gotten enough on men and fire, there
is always Norman Maclean’s classic
“Young Men and Fire.”
Those who love Thoreau—and
who doesn’t?—suffered a loss this
spring with the passing of Robert D.
Richardson. His “Henry Thoreau: A Life
of the Mind” is widely regarded as one

the best and most accessible biographies
of Thoreau. On that note, PATC member
Jim Sanders recommends Mary Austin’s
“The Land of Little Rain.” Though not
as well known as Thoreau, Jim argues
that her meditations and landscape
descriptions more than hold up. Jim
also recommends August Derleth’s
“Walden West”, which he describes as
“much about tragic lives as nature, but
…brilliant on crows, night and wind.”
If you have a good read, let me know
at wplimberg@aol.com. Stay safe and
well. See you on the trails.

Kinchloe Bogwalking
by Robert Fina and Michael Johnson

O

ne of many features of the Bull
Run Occoquan Trail is the
scenic water views of the Occoquan
Reservoir. However, in the narrow
strip of flood plain which the trail
traversed for a half mile between
the reservoir and the Kinchloe
Road, the trail is perennially boggy.
Springs that drain the hillside above,
and fluctuating water levels of the
reservoir mean this area is wet year
round and positively soggy in the wet
months. Feet on the trail blend this
water and soil into a muddy soup.
Previous efforts to cross the marshy
areas included throwing down sections
of phone pole as stepping stones, but

the slimmy, unstable, rounded surfaces
of the pole section were tricky to
negotiate, inducing hikers to either
turn around, or seek alternate routes.
These “social trails” soon turn into
more mud. Which is unwelcome for
all hikers, especially those wearing flip
flops or white tennis shoes!
A trail relocation plan funded by
the Northern Virginia Regional Park
Authority called for relocating the
trail to run close alongside the busy
dirt road, but PATC District Manager
Robert Fina had a different plan.
Designing a trail traversing the flood
plain well away from the noise, dust,
and trash of the Kinchloe Road, he
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Virginia Mud
Photo by Robert Fina
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Kinchloe Bogwalking
Continued from page 5
planned a more enjoyable hiking
experience using a mix of turnpike and
bog walks to cross the marshy areas.
This project was an interesting
blend of Park, PATC, and private
efforts. The park authority granted
approval and moral support for the
project. PATC volunteers designed
the structures, laid out, flagged,
and cleared the new trail and the
access trails to the construction sites.
The PATC District Manager also
supervised the actual construction. A
local construction company donated
the labor and material for the actual
construction.
PATC volunteer Gilbert Gray
joined Robert Fina to flag and clear
the planned route, as well as working
alongside the construction crew.
Over four days, the construction crew
carried in the materials and built both
56 feet of turnpike and sections of bog
walk totaling over 400 feet. To make
sure that the Occoquan Reservoir’s
seasonal floods do not float their work
away, the crew drove hundreds of
rebar anchors deep into the mud for
each piece of lumber.
The new trail includes about a tenth
of a mile of new natural surface trail
as well.

Done, and done! Another step
towards making a PATC maintained
trail a more accessible regional
outdoor resource for the public, visibly
displaying PATC’s stewardship and
design leadership, as well as resolving
a long standing irritant in the District
Manager’s vision for the Bull Run
Occoquan Trail.

Boardwalk section with pullout
Photo by Robert Fina

Lunch!
Photo by Robert Fina

Turnpike construction (unattributed
photo of a non-PATC worker)

A rebar forest
Photo by Robert Fina
Finished boardwalk with passing
landing
Photo by Robert Fina
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Finished turnpike and bridge
Photo by Robert Fina
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“What on Earth?”
Article and photo by Ray Barbehenn

This two-foot-long mass of honey bees (Apis melifera) was
hanging on the branch of a boxelder tree in Duke Hollow
(northern VA along the AT). It lasted for several hours during the
morning of May 25. What on Earth was going on?
A. The bees were building a new hive in this tree.
B. The bees were asphyxiating the nest of a 			
predatory hornet.
C. The bees were huddling around their queen while
moving to a new hive.
D. The bees were forced to flee into the tree after a 		
bear destroyed their hive.

Answer on Page 11.

Photo by Ray Barbehenn

NEW BOOTS

VOLUNTEERS APPOINTED IN JUNE

TRAILS
Doug Harpole			
AT ~ North Hazeltop to Bootens Gap
Joel Brown			
Ridge Trail
Carter & Margret Tucker
Ridge Access & Old Rag Access Trail
Barth K. Lawson		
Upper Rocky Top Trail ~ Big Run Trail to Lewis Peak
Theodore M. Kerr		
Catoctin ~ Cat Rock Trail to SOUTH Crossing,
Catoctin Hollow Rd.
Gwendolyn A. Grisham
T-trail ~ Sleepy Creek Camp Registration
to Hampshire Grade Rd
Jennifer Gardiner		
T-trail ~ High Rock to VA 671/ 690 Jct.
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Kristine M. Villatoro		
Devils Nose Connector
Griselda Cardona		
Massanutten South ~ Fridley Gap Trail
to Boone Run Trail
Jon Welch			
BROT ~ Soccer Field Bridge to
Bull Run Marina
Orga Cadet 			
Western Ridge ~ Military Road
to Bingham Road
Natalie Howe 			
Valley ~ Military Road to Boundary Bridge
Mitchell Baer			
Soapstone Valley & Yuma Spur
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Old Rag Mountain Parking Lot Project
By Annie Zimmerman

T

he story of how the new parking
lot at Old Rag Mountain came
to exist begins in 2002, when the
Potomac Appalachian Trail Club
initially purchased 23 acres, from
Mrs. Kestenbaum. You might ask
yourself, “Why on Earth did it take
from 2002 to 2020 for this parking lot
to be established?” In talking to John
Hedrick, he states, “you could do a case
study on this.” For a while, this project
languished due to a variety of factors.
First, the various Park superintendents
did not have the funding to move
forward nor was the project a high
priority. However, Old Rag is one of
the most popular hiking spots on the
East Coast, attracting masses of people,
especially on weekends. Therefore the
necessity of opening another parking
lot increased over time, in order to
accommodate the hundreds of cars and
hikers that want to enjoy the trek up Old
Rag.
Around 2013, it became apparent
that Shenandoah National Park needed
to move forward with the new lot.
Since the SNP cannot actually acquire
property on their own, they went to their
private trust which reimbursed PATC
for the land. In order for the project

to be cleared
to start, the
Park had to
accomplish
many tasks that
are required
by the Federal
Government.
These included
detailed
engineering
drawings,
archeological
permits,
environmental
assessments,
dealing with
The placard reads, “This access to Old Rag Mountain was
a wetland
made possible by generous contributions from the Potomac
area, obtaining Appalachian Trail Club and the Shenandoah National Park Trust”
county and
Photo by Sally Hulbert
state approval,
and threats of a lawsuit from some of
hikers do not have to walk along Route
the land owners. The dedication of the
600. Though there were many setbacks
Park superintendents and staff was
along the way, the project was well
remarkable and eventually all obstacles
worth the time and collective efforts that
were overcome, allowing the work to
it took, as the new parking lot and trail
begin.
access will make visiting Old Rag an
As of early June 2020, the parking
even more pleasant and safe experience
lot has finally been completed, with an
for multitudes of hiking enthusiasts.
access trail that conveniently connects
the new and old parking lots, so that

PATC and the National Trails System Act
By Tom Johnson

S

hortly after the National Trails
System Act was passed in
1968, Stan Murray, who headed
ATC, formed a Committee on
Implementation. He selected the
dynamic Ed Garvey of PATC as
chairman. All the members were
based in Washington, D. C. At the
same time, Murray moved ahead to
bring the clubs into the task. A trail
had been authorized, and there was
legislation to acquire the corridor. But
where was the trail?
The location of the Appalachian
Trail was still ambiguous. Volunteers
on the ground could take you there,
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and trail clubs made maps showing the
route, but before satellites and GPS
technology, where it was, precisely, on
the surface of the earth was still inexact.
The act required the Secretary of the
Interior to select the route and to publish
that route in the Federal Register. He
was to consult with the states, local
governments, “private organizations”
(that would be ATC) and landowners.
The route would be established by
an aerial survey. Once the route was
established, “substantial” relocations
required an act of Congress. (In the
history of the AT, there have been many
relocations, but Congress has never

been asked to authorize any of them.)
So the federal government began
working on a process for establishing
where the trail actually ran. The Park
Service hired Aero Services to fly light
planes over the trail corridor and take
photographs. Now you won’t believe
this next part: volunteers were tasked
to go out on the trail and place white
sheets at key points along the trail to
guide the pilots. Before more modern
technology, this was apparently the best
that could be done.
Murray contacted the maintaining
clubs. Where was their section of the
trail? And, just as important, where
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Continued from Page 8
should it be? The trail was wherever
volunteers could find public land, or
a friendly landowner to give them
permission. No one had ever asked
them where they would like it to be.
By the terms of the Act, the fourteen
states had two years to locate, establish
and protect the trail. Should they not
act, the National Park Service would
own the problem. Everyone expected
that the states would act expeditiously
to put the trail on the ground. Everyone
was wrong.
Shortly after the act was passed,
Murray formed a Committee on
Implementation, with Ed Garvey as
chairman. All the members were based
in Washington D. C., and the leadership,
once again, centered on PATC. At the
same time, Murray moved ahead to
bring the clubs into the task.
To help the process of corridor land
acquisition along, PATC members went
to county court houses to look for land
records. Ruth Blackburn shouldered
most of the burden, including every

property in Maryland and most of them
in Virginia. In the fifty AT miles in
Northern Virginia alone, a preliminary
report listed 82 landowners to deal
with. PATC plunged into a process
of identifying lands and becoming an
intermediary for the state.
By 1973 it was clear that the states
were moving. It was now time for the
National Park Service to acquire the
land for the trail.
The director of the Park Service
took one look at this new task and
ran the other way. He concluded that
there was no reasonable basis for the
National Park Service to consider land
acquisition along the trail route in
the foreseeable future. His rationale
appeared sound. A series of fragmented
acquisitions would create only short
local segments, unconnected to each
other, and it would make management
of these fragments impossible. He
concluded, in a memo to the Southeast
and Northeast regional offices, that “…
there is no justifiable need to seek funds

for the Appalachian Trail right-of-way
at this time…”
Once it became clear that the Park
Service did not intend to act, PATC
began a frantic effort to push Congress.
Garvey, Oliphant and Conway wrote to
Representative (North Carolina) Roy
Taylor in 1974 that “The Department of
the Interior, in the 5 ½ years since P.L.
90-543 [the National Trails System Act]
was enacted, has acquired none of the
trail right-of-way and has requested no
money for acquisition of the right-ofway.” 1
Garvey, Conway and Oliphant
became regulars at Congressional
hearings on the trail. They were
articulate in their contention that the
Park Service had declined to purchase
the land necessary to protect the
trail. Partly as a result of their efforts,
Congress passed new legislation in
1978 that required NPS to begin buying
the land necessary for trail protection.

Grant Conway

Three Titans of PATC
Ed Garvey

John Oliphant

So at the end of the day, the AT had become a Federal entity, protected like other national parks. The difference was that
there were no entry stations, park rangers – the usual trappings that people thought of as a national park. And much of it was
still on private property.
Next month – how the federal government bought the corridor land and protected the trail.
1

PATC archives, box 16, Conway, Oliphant and Garvey to Taylor, Apr. 22, 1974.
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HELP WANTED
TRAIL MAINTAINER
In any given season, there are dozens of opportunities for trail maintainers throughout the region PATC
serves. Trail sections may run from less than a half mile to several miles long. For more information about
Trail Maintainer duties and a current list of available sections, please visit www.patc.net/helpwanted or contact
Trails Coordinator Heidi Forrest at 703/242-0315 x107 or Heidi@patc.net.

CORRIDOR MONITORS
The Appalachian Trail follows a narrow corridor of mostly publicly owned land. In 1978, the National Park
Service (NPS) and the Appalachian Trail Park Office began purchasing the privately owned lands needed
to provide a protected corridor for the trail. The Appalachian Trail Conservancy (ATC) which was assigned
responsibility for the corridor, monitors state and federal lands within established forests and parks, and
delegates monitoring of NPS lands to local maintaining clubs. PATC has responsibility for NPS corridor lands
from Pine Grove Furnace State Park in Pennsylvania to Rock Fish Gap in Virginia. The largest parts are in
Virginia and West Virginia from the Potomac River to Shenandoah National Park. To learn more about this
activity and where there are volunteer sections available and ways to get involved, contact corridor@patc.net.

TRACT MANAGERS
Help wanted to fill positions for PATC lands along the AT in Virginia and Pennsylvania as well as the Tuscarora
Trail in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Help coordinate conservation efforts, maintain boundaries, collect
GIS data, drive development and implementation of management plans and much more. If interested, please
contact Chris Mangold, LandsSupervisor@patc.net.

Trail District Manager Needed
District Manager SNP South District
Blue blazed ~ Map 11
Steve Bair ~ bairprnt@aol.com
Co-District Manager Greater
Manassas Area & Bull Run Mountain
Janis Stone, 703/346-5262, janis49@
earthlink.net

SNP Central District Appalachian Trail
~ Map 10

SNP South District Blue blazed ~ Map
11

Dan Cotton ~ 540/903-2965, dcotton50@
icloud.com

Melanie Perl, hikermel@gmail.com

AT ~ Thornton Gap to Marys Rock overlook
(1.5mi)
SNP Central District Blue blazed
[north] ~ Map 10

Trail Overseers Needed

Melvin Ellis ~ H 703/860-1253 or 540/9879797 freestatehollow@hotmail.com

Pennsylvania AT, Blue, & Tuscarora ~
Maps 2-3, 4, J, & K

Marys Rock Trail ~ AT to Marys Rock (.1mi)

Pete Brown ~ 410/343-1140, trailpete@
gmail.com
PA Tuscarora [K] ~ Yellow Blazed Trail to PA
456 (4.1mi)
Bear Pond Trail ~Tuscarora Trail to Hemlock
Road (1mi)
Rocky Knob Trail ~ Ridge Road to Birch Run
Road (4.5mi)
Harpers Ferry / Ashby Gap AT & Blue
blazed ~ Map 7 & 8
Chris Brunton ~ 703/967-2226,
trailbossbtc@msn.com
Myron Glaser Cabin Trails ~ AT to Myron
Glaser Cabin (.25mi)
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Ridge Trail ~ Co-overseer ~ Weakley Hollow
Fire Rd. to Old Rag Summit (2.7mi)
Saddle Trail ~ Peak of Old Rag to Old Rag
Shelter (1.5mi)
Broad Hollow Trail [W] ~ Hazel Mountain
Trail to VA 681 (2.4mi)
SNP Central District Blue blazed
[south] ~ Map 10
John Hedrick ~ 540/987-8659, jhedrick@
erols.com
Staunton River Trail (upper) ~ Fork Mountain
Fire Rd. to Jones Mountain Trail (2.3mi)
Staunton River Trail (lower) ~ Jones
Mountain Trail to Staunton River (2mi)

One Mile Run Trail ~ SLD/Two Mile Run
Overlook to 7th stream crossing (2.mi)
Tuscarora Central ~ Map L
Bill Greenan ~ 304/671-4043, wpgreenan@
yahoo.com
John Spies ~ jspieslp@gmail.com
Tuscarora Trail ~ (2 volunteers) ~ Ruth
Morris Forest to Burnt Mill Bridge (4mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ (2 volunteers) ~ Sleepy
Creek Camp Registration to Hampshire
Grade Road (5.6mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ (2 volunteers) ~ High
Rock to VA 671/690 Jct. (5.8mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ Jct. VA 671/VA 690 to VA
600 crossing (3.1mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ VA 600 crossing to US 522
(5.7mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ US 522 to US 50 [Back
Creek] (4mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ US 50 (Back Creek) Gore
Connector Trail (1.4mi)
Spruce Pine Hollow Shelter Trail ~ T-trail to
T-trail (0.2mi)
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Sleepy Creek Mountain Connector ~ SCWMA
Cliff to Sleepy Creek Mountain Rd. (1.3mi)
Biby Wilderness ~ Timber Ridge Trail to
Tuscarora Trail
(0.76mi)
Dead Mule Trail ~ Tuscarora Trail to Third Hill
Mt. Fire Rd. (1mi)
White Knob Trail ~ SCWMA parking/WVA
9/22 to Meadow Branch (2.5mi)
Whites Gap Trail ~ Meadow Branch to CR
8/8 parking (2.1mi)
Pee Wee Point Trail ~ Pee Wee Point Rd. to
Pee Wee Point Vista (.33mi)
Gore Connector Trail ~ Gore to T-trail on
Howze Tract (1.1mi)
Burton Spring Trail ~ T-trail head to
Tuscarora Trail (.1mi)
Devils Nose Connector Trail ~ Devils Nose
parking to Tuscarora Trail (.5mi)
Tuscarora South ~ Map F, G, 9
John Stacy ~ 339/223-0416, john.e.stacy@
gmail.com
Tuscarora Trail ~ Ridge Crest to Fetzer Gap
(3.1mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ Shaw Gap to Sherman Gap
(2.5mi)
Tuscarora Trail ~ Sherman Gap to Veach Gap
(3.1mi)

Massanutten North - Map G
Anstr Davidson ~ 703/534-8171,
anstrdavidson@gmail.com
Massanutten Trail ~ Gap Creek Trail to
Scothorn Gap Trail (2.4mi)
Massanutten Trail ~ Rte. 758 to 7-Bar-None
Trail (3.3mi)
Massanutten Trail ~ 7-Bar-None Trail to Bear
Trap Trail (2.7mi)

Mill Mt. Trail ~ Big Schloss Cutoff Trail to
Tuscarora Trail
(3.2mi)
Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania Battlefield Park
Peter Hedrich ~ 207/939-0806, phedrich7@
gmail.com
Chancellor History Loop ~ Parking lot to
visitors center (4.1mi)
Prince William Forest Park

Gap Creek Trail ~ Crisman Hollow Rd. to
Massanutten Trail (2.27mi)

Mark Ellis ~ 703/376-4150, Mark.ellis21@
comcast.net

Duncan Knob Trail ~ Gap Creek Trail to
Duncan Knob (.27mi)

North Valley Trail ~ Burma Road to Quantico
Falls Trail (1.5mi)

Great North Mountain ~ Map F

Carter’s Pond Trail ~ From parking lot to
dam (.14mi)

Mike Allen ~ 540/869-8066, mike@mallenpe.
com

Bull Run Occoquan Trail – Clifton, Va.

North Mt. Trail ~ VA 691 to Stack Rock Trail
(2.2mi)

Robert Fina ~ 703/718-0804, Robert@finaco.com

North Mt. Trail ~ Stack Rock Trail to VA 720
(4.3mi)

BROT ~ co-overseer ~ Bull Run Marina to
mile 4.7 (2.3mi)

Stack Rock Trail ~ Forest Rd 252 to North
Mountain Trail (1.5mi)

BROT ~ co-overseer ~ Wolf Run Shoals
road to mile post 1 (1mi)

Long Mountain Trail ~ Trout Pond Trail to FR
1621 (4.4mi)

District of Columbia ~ Map N

Big Schloss Trail ~ 2.3 mile marker of Mill
Mountain Trail to Big Schloss View (.3mi)
Mill Mt. Trail ~ Wolf Gap to Big Schloss
Cutoff Trail (2.8mi)

Alex Sanders ~ H 703/465-8140, wdctrails@
yahoo.com
Battery Kemble Trail ~ Loughboro Rd to
MacArthur Blvd. (1mi)

Stay informed of the latest in PATC governance: Minutes from our Council meetings
are posted on our Website at www.patc.net in the Library section.

What on Earth Answer
Continued from Page 7
Answer: C!
“Swarming” typically occurs in the spring if a honey bee colony has gotten too large. The colony is split
when the old queen departs with about half of the worker bees (anywhere from 6000-12,000 bees!). The swarm
temporarily gathers together on an object, with the queen near the center of the mass. While at this resting spot,
scout bees search for a new hive site, such as a hollow tree. When scout bees find a suitable hive location, they
return to the swarm and perform a waggle dance to direct the swarm to the new hive location.
In the weeks before the swarm left the old hive, worker bees fed the queen less food, essentially putting her on
a diet so that she would be light enough to fly. A new queen was also produced in the old hive. The new queen
developed in an unusually large cell, which the worker bees provisioned with a large amount of “royal jelly” for
food.
Though frightening to behold, honey bees in swarms are far less aggressive than bees at their hives. This is likely
because swarming bees do not need to defend a hive. Thus, bee keepers have learned to capture swarms simply by
shaking them into a container. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-la4LIwwA0s for an interesting lesson.
If you have seen something interesting along the AT, send a photo to Ray Barbehenn (rvb@umich.edu) and we
will help write up your observation.
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